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News from the FTE-Office 10/2020

Preface

Dear FTE-Colleagues

The Corona crisis continues to keep the world in suspense and significantly changes our

working methods. We are getting used to work at home and to have discussions in online

conferences. However, this does not make work any less intensive - on the contrary: Many

companies suffer a sharp decline in demand and need to work hard to regain the market.

In this context we are currently working on the future priorities of our association with the

goal to help our members in a best possible way – always aiming for better framework

conditions for the railway sector. We are in the process of discussing these priorities with

our Executive Board and afterwards with you – our members. An important discussion

platform will be the Commissions for Passenger and Freight traffic on the 24. November.

Read also more about our goals in the section “general information”.

I would be glad to see respectively to hear as many as possible of you latest on the 24.

November in the Commissions meetings and on the 25. November on the Plenary

Assembly.

Hear you then and stay healthy!

Edgar Schenk
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Current Information

General information from FTE

We are currently working on the definition of the future priorities of our association. Let me

give you a first insight into our thoughts:

1. The conferences remain an important part of the work within our association. Our

goal is to develop them further as exchange platforms for mid-term capacity

management, but also for the rolling planning process. So, we aim to go beyond the

annual timetabling on future conferences.

2. As intelligent capacity allocation will become more and more important, we will put

force in this topic in the future. We aim to create together with you an RU-view on

how to develop capacity models and on allocation rules. Furthermore, we will work

on the capacity forecast process and help RUs to announce capacity needs to IMs

in a unified an adequate way.

3. We will also have to monitor the planning process more thoroughly (e.g. with KPIs,

benchmark, best practices) to put more pressure on IMs. This goes together with the

creation of IM-incentives.

4. Furthermore, an important field will be the TCRs (temporary capacity restrictions).

Here we aim to influence the process in an RU-friendly way – both on national and

international level. We will work with best-/worst-practices and accompany the

execution with KPIs in a later stage.

Many of these topics will be further elaborated under the umbrella of TTR. This is one – but

not the only – way to push the topics forward.

The support of the standardisation of IT-systems and communications as well as the further

development of PCS will remain important even though we must redefine our role in certain

projects e.g. TOM.

Edgar Schenk
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FTE Meetings and Covid-19

Due to the current very unstable and unpredictable development of the COVID-19 situation

and our main goal to ensure the safety and well-being of meeting participants, FTE office

has decided that Commissions P+F/Plenary Assembly on 24/25 November 2020 are held

online.

Unfortunately, we cannot make a forecast

about the meetings/conferences in 2021.

Concerning FTE A Passenger Traffic in

January 2021 in Ljubljana, we will wait to

assess the situation until November 2020 -

shortly before the invitation to the FTE A is

sent out. Of course, the same thing applies

to FTE B Passenger and Freight Traffic

Conferences in March 2021 (with the

situation evaluated closer to the meetings).

In order to allow interested parties to join Working Group meetings we currently plan those

as online meetings, with ad hoc evaluation to meet for those who can travel safely (“hybrid

meetings”).

Marisa Emery
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Working Groups

Working Group Freight

The WG Freight, scheduled for October 7th (online only) will focus on the business needs of

the projects Train Harmonization and Path Request Management (à see “News from our

Projects / IT Projects”). Further the WG shall clarify which information can be provided for

the new element “Capacity Needs Announcements” within TTR (based on the

RailFreightCorridor experience) and start working on an inter-RU-process to align these

Announcements for international trains.

WG Freight will also exchange experience on

· this year’s path offer process and discuss ways of measuring the performance of

this process in the next years (as a basis for improvement discussions with IMs)

· network statement changes (regarding capacity planning)

· TTR pilots conducted until now.

Sebastian Naundorf

Working Group Passenger

The last meeting of WG Passenger took place on September 10th. As a first mover in 2020,

this meeting was held as hybrid with those who have the possibility travelling to the meeting

in Zürich, while allowing all others to join online. Thus, the merits of meeting in person and

having small talks besides the meeting were combined with the information sharing amongst

all interested parties independent of travel abilities.

Topics discussed were on this year’s path offer experience, where some offers arrived late

or very late, leading to the approach of creating KPIs for upcoming years. These shall be

used for fact-based improvements with IMs. The WG P also confirmed the business

perspective on the proposed IT projects (à see “News from our Projects / IT Projects”) and

discussed alternative working methods for projects, favouring an “intense and committed-

approach” where projects shall start after RUs committed with defined participants for

intense working sessions.

The WG Passenger also discussed current developments of TTR incl. Pilots and other

IMs/RNEs activities.

Fabian Hunkeler
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Working Group IT

Main task of the FTE WG IT in 2020 is drafting a FTE IT Strategy, that shall be confirmed

by the Plenary Assembly in November 2020. After concluding on the functional scope, the

WG IT has drafted project plans for Train Harmonization (TH) and Path Request

Management (PRM). These have been consulted with the business experts in WG

Passenger in September and will be consulted with WG Freight in October à see “News

from our Projects / IT Projects” for more details.

Until the Plenary Assembly the WG IT will draft a generic project governance, cost

estimation and IT security requirement.

The WG IT continues to support the work on PCS and TAF/TAP on a regular basis.

Additionally, we would like to welcome Bernhard Leskosek from RCA and Carlo Malafronte

from Trenitalia in the Group, who will replace Michael Holakovsky and Gianluca GiaccoThe

Working Group IT is looking forward to working with the new colleagues.

Sebastian Naundorf
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News from our Projects

TTR

Overall

The migration concept, which foresees the implementation of parts of TTR in eleven “first-

wave” countries, is progressing slowly. Still many questions are open, e.g. on what lines

which elements of TTR will be implemented – and when? But together with RNE we also

feel that the detailed processes are not clear and well-defined yet. We need therefore to

work on refining the processes.

In the meantime, TTR is on the agenda of the European Commission with an application for

financial support – mainly for its IT. Therefore, it remains an important topic for us where we

will continue to contribute in a constructive-critical way. Our organisation within the TTR RU

Core Team remains important as we need to speak with one voice.

Edgar Schenk

TTR Plenary Day

This year’s TTR day will take place as an online conference on November 3rd from 09:00

until 16:00. As of now it is planned to provide an insightful mix of topical breakout sessions

covering the important TTR work areas

· IT

· Legal

· TCR

· Process and Migration

Having the TTR Days as an online conference provides the following benefits:

· No longer a strict limit of 150 participants, this allows for more interested people to

join the sessions.

· People who are interested in the topics covered at the event but would not be able

to travel to Vienna at all or invest 2 days, now have the option to participate

· Even people with rather moderate interest for such an event (but potentially

interesting stakeholders for TTR) might reconsider and join if it’s as easy as taking

part in an online set-up.

You may register under the following link until the End of this week (2 October 2020)

https://cms.rne.eu/ttr-day-2020

Fabian Hunkeler

https://cms.rne.eu/ttr-day-2020
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Commercial Conditions

Following the moratorium of the TTR Commercial Conditions project FTE organised an

alternative approach, where RUs in the “TTR RU Core Team” created a discussion base for

constructive, national meetings with its respective IM. The goal is to look for common

ground, create a common model acceptable for most RUs and IMs and then giving this input

jointly into the official TTR project. Currently RUs are encouraged to discuss this model with

their respective IM partners and collect feedback, that shall be integrated into an adapted

model during autumn 2020.

The following principles serve as basis for the Commercial Conditions model that should

provide an incentive for all parties, RUs and IMs, to stick to the process and to commitments

made, by:

• At minimum a European harmonized timeline (for domestic and international trains) that

shall support the TTR Process and the business needs.

• Reciprocity, meaning RUs and IMs pay incentive fees when

cancelling/modifying/altering at these common timelines.

• Bearable fees, meaning that fees should avoid economic downturns, that can respect

different starting levels

• Non-discrimination, meaning that the common timeline (and potentially the fee

calculation method) shall not differ between freight, passenger or IM; as all use or block

the same capacity.

• Simple, fair and transparent; meaning the mechanism should be universal (national and

international, no matter the segment or product). Further, changes due to one network

should not lead to incentive fees on another network.

With IMs developing concepts for the TTR Migration now, all RUs are encouraged to discuss

potential Commercial Conditions with their IMs and feed back to the FTE office (and/or

participate in the RU Core Team). In addition, please contact Fabian Hunkeler or Sebastian

Naundorf if you would like more information on the developed model.

Fabian Hunkeler and Sebastian Naundorf
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IT Projects

New IT Projects for Members approval and participation

Within the scope of the FTE IT Strategy, currently being finalised for approval in Novembers

Plenary Assembly, the project planning for two IT projects are finalised between the WG

Freight, Passenger and IT. To ensure efficient work, only those projects with sufficient

member commitment shall be started. Therefore, all RUs are asked until October 20th, 2020

to commit their working participation to the projects for 2021. For this, RUs shall commit in

participating and naming their business and/or IT expert per desired project:

Project “Train Harmonization (TH)”

The target is the definition of standards for exchanging train harmonization are clarified,

documented and can be used by RUs, covering the information towards fitting paths (both

for path requests and subsequent changes). The project shall deliver the definition of the

supported business process, the IT standard (message catalogue and rules) to support this,

including the link to Path Request Management, and the governance for maintaining the

standard. Assuming a start in the beginning of 2021, the project should be complete with a

roll-out plan for first implementers by summer 2023.

It is expected that participating RUs would need to work within the international project about

· 30 person days per RUs business expert (sum of 2021-2023)

· 40 person days per RUs IT expert (sum of 2021 – 2023)

(person days are approximative estimates and might be adapted during the current

consultation between different WGs).

Project “Path Request Management (PRM)”

Target of this project is the Conception/Description of a tool, assisting in path request

management, incl. potential interfaces to RUs systems. The described tool allows initial

planning and any subsequent re-planning (up to point x when operation starts). The

described tool allows a global view of the paths of international trains.

The project shall also propose a way for the execution of the tool (e.g. development by third

party, open to the market, by FTE…). Tendering and building of the tool itself, however,

would be part of subsequent project(s).

Assuming a start beginning 2021, the project should deliver the full set of specifications and

test cases by autumn 2022.
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It is expected that participating RUs would need to work within the international project about

·  20 person days per RUs business expert (sum of 2021-2022)

·  25 person days per RUs IT expert (sum of 2021 – 2022)

(person days are approximative estimates and might be adapted during the current

consultation between different WGs).

The project documents are currently shared in the WG Freight, Passenger and IT. If you

need these documents, please contact Fabian Hunkeler or Sebastian Naundorf.

Note that according to the Joint Working Groups (Freight, Passenger and IT) in June 2020,

there will be no IT project for Capacity Needs Announcements: for this, common templates

and common processes shall be defined on the business side.

Sebastian Naundorf

TOM

RU-IM Communication in Path Management

The target of this ongoing project is to define one common model agreed by both RUs and

IMs in order that all actors of the sector will apply the same standard for submitting Path

Request (incl. changes) using the TAF/TAP communication. Currently, use cases have

been created to evaluate the two main models and the evaluation has started. This is being

discussed with RUs and IMs to find common ground until October 2020. Depending on the

result coming from the evaluation and the TEGs in October, FTE will re-consider the role of

FTE in TOM and ask the Plenary Assembly to define the next steps for the TOM project

under FTE lead

For detailed information on the models please contact Matteo Soldini

Matteo Soldini and Sebastian Naundorf
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PCS

RU Change Requests for PCS

The new partnership agreement between RNE and FTE allowing the development of RU

Change Requests (CRs) was put to life with the first 25 Change Requests being agreed by

the June Plenary Assembly (“first phase”). This first phase serves both for delivering new

functions required by RUs and to learn about the way of cooperating between RNE and

FTE. Examples for these CRs are to have save, cancel and continue buttons permanently

available on the screen or that the user will see the missing or not covered running days for

the previous territory also in the harmonisation phase.

The first phase CRs are currently being developed by RNEs supplier with the first ones

already available for testing by RUs. First learnings discovered during the first phase show

that the cooperation with RNE starts good in creating and evaluating the Change Request,

with challenges arising from different project methods, especially in the testing cycles.

These learnings will be evaluated by the FTE RU PCS Group and WG IT and of course

together with RNE.

The collection of second phase CRs was done until 10.09.2020, with currently 11 CRs being

evaluated (including remaining CRs that could not be handled in the first phase). Those with

positive evaluation will be put to approval to the WG IT and Plenary Assembly in November

2020.

If you would like to get more information, contact Matteo Soldini or Fabian Hunkeler.

Fabian Hunkeler and Matteo Soldini
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Next meetings with FTE participation

Date Topic Location Main responsible

Meetings 2020

29.09 TTR RU Core Team Online Sebastian

06.10 – 07.10 Working Group Freight Online Sebastian, Richard

12.10 – 14.10 Working Group IT Frankfurt(M)/Online Sebastian

16.10 TTR Steering Committee Online Sebastian

20./21.10 TEGs TAF/TAP Online Matteo

28.10 Executive Board Workshop Online Edgar

03.11 TTR Plenary Day Online Edgar, Sebastian

19.11 TTR Core Team Online Sebastian

24.11 FTE Commissions Passenger/Freight Online Edgar, Thorsten, Catherine

25.11 FTE Plenary Assembly (extraordinary) Online Edgar

09.12 – 10.12 Working Group IT TBD Sebastian
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Who are we?

FTE Office contact: info@forumtraineurope.eu

Edgar Schenk
100%

Managing Director FTE

Topics:

Managing the organisation,

representation within the

executive board, TTR,

Communication and

exchange platforms

Sebastian Naundorf
100%

Senior Project Manager

Topics:

TTR, Working Groups

Passenger, Freight and IT,

Matteo Soldini
100%

Senior Project Manager

Topics:

PCS, TOM, TAF TAP TSI,

Working Group Passenger

Marisa Emery
70%

Event and Admin. Manager

Topics:

FTE Conferences, general

administration,

communication

Fabian Hunkeler
80%

Project Manager

Topics:

TTR, PCS, Communication,

internal organisation, FTE

Conferences, Working

Groups Passenger and IT

Peter Jäggy
50%

Senior Project Manager

Topics:

TTR National

Implementations liaison,

Finance and accounting,

Working Group Freight,

TCR

mailto:info@forumtraineurope.eu
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Executive Board

Stephan Pfuhl
SBB Holding

President

Maurizio Capotorto
Trenitalia Passaggieri

Vice President

Thorsten Dieter
DB Cargo Germany

Head of the Commission for Freight

Traffic

Catherine Perrinelle
SNCF Voyageurs

Head of the Commission for

Passenger Traffic

Wolfgang Fritz
Rail Cargo Austria

Board Member


